Detecting photons with orbital angular momentum in extended astronomical objects: application to solar observations
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ABSTRACT

Context. The orbital angular momentum (OAM) of the photon is a property of light from astronomical objects that has not yet been measured. We propose a method of measuring the OAM spectrum of light from an extended natural source, the Sun. Relating the OAM spectrum of different solar areas to its structures could lead to a novel remote sensing technique.

Aims. We present a method for measuring the OAM spectrum of solar photons.

Methods. The THEMIS* telescope is being used with a novel phase-diversity technique. A spatial light modulator is placed on one pupil image, and an ad-hoc optical setup allows the measurement of two simultaneous phase-diverse images in the same CCD, with equal optical paths.

Results. Preliminary results show that very good seeing is mandatory for this kind of observation. The method works in the laboratory, and good seeing conditions in the 2010 campaign are being awaited.
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1. Introduction

It is a known fact that photons carry angular momentum, where the part associated with their spin degree of freedom is classically manifested as the polarization of light, and the orbital part associated with the phase distribution of their wavefronts is manifested as vortices and referred to as the photon’s orbital angular momentum (OAM) (For a theoretical account, see Jackson 1962.) However, light with non-zero OAM has only recently been realized experimentally by producing light whose wavefront has an azimuthal phase dependence proportional to \( \exp(i\ell \phi) \) (Allen et al. 1992; Franke-Arnold et al. 2008). This orbital angular momentum is considered to be quasi-intrinsic (see Zambrini & Barnett 2006), and it has never been measured in a natural source such as an astronomical object, nor has any concrete candidate been proposed, apart from some abstract ideas (Harwit 2003).

The most comprehensive work concerning OAM in astronomy is the extensive paper by Elias (2008), where the central idea is to show how OAM observables are modified by propagation through a generic, aberrated optical system, also discussing how different instrumental strategies affect OAM in a hypothetical observation. However, the topic of how OAM is generated by astronomical sources is avoided. Although it is not yet clear that natural objects can produce photons with non-zero OAM, an interesting proposal to measure the OAM of point-like astronomical objects has been proposed recently (Berkhout & Beijersbergen 2009).

Another interesting link between OAM and astronomy that has seen much growth recently, is the use of vortex coronagraphs (Swartzlander 2001; Jenkins 2008; Danchi et al. 2004; Serabyn et al. 2010; Elias 2008), in which the properties of optical vortices are used to design novel types of coronagraphs. However, this employs the OAM of the photon as an observational tool, but not as the quantity intended to be measured.

In this note, we present the preliminary results of the first version of an instrument designed to measure the spectrum of OAM of photons coming from the solar surface. This is a reasonable target, as we will have a large amount of photons at our disposal. However, measuring the OAM of photons coming from the solar surface is conceptually different from measuring the photon OAM spectrum of a point-like astronomical object, because we have to deal with innumerable point-like sources on the surface of the Sun, which inhibits the use of common measurement techniques (Leach et al. 2002; more on this topic in Sect. 3). Therefore, we propose using a novel phase-diversity technique (Uribe-Patarroyo et al. 2010b) that allows...
measurement of the OAM superposition state of the photons emitted by the extended object. This technique discerns the OAM content of the photons independently of the spatial structure of the beam.

Since the turbulent atmosphere and the observing instrument modify the spectrum of OAM (see Uribe-Patarroyo et al. 2010a; Tyler & Boyd 2009; Yi-Xin & Ji 2009; Gbur & Tyson 2008; Paterson 2005), we face the challenge, as with any other known technique, of isolating the contribution of the actual measured object to the measured OAM spectrum. It could be the first time in which photons with non-zero OAM are detected in a natural astronomical object, and this could lead to a new kind of remote sensing in astronomy using OAM measurements.

2. OAM of solar photons

The measurement of the angular momentum content of light (either coming from extended or point sources) is a powerful tool long used in the case of the spin angular momentum of the photon: polarization. In the case of the Sun, it is known that polarization of light provides invaluable information about its structure, thanks to the relation between the Sun’s magnetic fields and the polarization absorption characteristics of the medium (see, e.g., Solanki 1993; Stenflo 1994; Solanki 2003). For this reason, the spin angular momentum of the photon is measured extensively in the field of spectropolarimetry (e.g., del Toro Iniesta 2003) to study magnetic and thermodynamical properties of the solar surface. The following question arises naturally: is there any mechanism by which photons with non-zero orbital angular momentum are produced in the Sun? Could the OAM spectrum be used in a similar fashion to the spin of the photon for remote sensing?

Only recently has there been some work showing how a magnetic field interacts with an atomic system leading to the emission of photons with non-zero OAM. The final result depends on the nature of the magnetic field and the specific atomic spin levels of the system (Akamatsu & Kozuma 2003). It could be possible that some of those conditions are fulfilled in the Sun, even if for short periods of time and in regions where the spectral lines are out of local thermodynamical equilibrium to avoid collisional thermalization. Another possible source of photons with non-zero OAM are electric quadrupole transitions. In those transitions, the change of angular momentum is one unit more than what can be carried by the polarization of the photon. It could be possible then that the remaining angular momentum is transferred to photon OAM. As a consequence, the measurement of the OAM spectrum of quadrupole spectral lines is a possible target.

If we want to test the hypotheses above, we need to be able to measure the OAM spectrum of solar photons coming from a defined region of the Sun, hoping to fulfill the magnetic field form condition for the first hypothesis and/or observe certain spectral lines whose transition probability is dominated by the quadrupole component. Therefore, it is crucial to consider a technique that allows us to measure the OAM spectrum in an extended object. A novel technique has been recently developed by Uribe-Patarroyo et al. (2010b) for this purpose, and it is explained briefly in Sect. 4.

One characteristic of this method is that it measures the OAM spectrum of a zone of the observed field, but not point-by-point. The reason is that the phase-diversity algorithm needs a certain number of pixels to correctly estimate the OAM spectrum expansion. It is also expected because the OAM space has infinite dimensions, and even if we limit ourselves to a certain subspace, the amount of experimental points should be greater than the dimension of the OAM subspace being sampled. However, it is possible to subdivide the observed field into small patches inside which the OAM spectrum is measured. Once the OAM spectrum is available for a certain patch, it could be possible to compare it with patches having different magnetic structures, or with the OAM content at different wavelengths. The results of this could enable further studies in the topic to explain the observations, and may even produce a new way of remote sensing.

3. Challenges of measuring astronomical OAM

Some difficulties may arise when observing OAMs of astronomical objects. Some of them have already been pointed out in the literature. We summarize them in the following paragraphs.

In Berkhout & Beijersbergen (2009), the authors propose a method for avoiding the problem of the (possible) extremely low intensity of the vortex beam when it reaches the telescope. This is still an open question, as it is not clear how the multipoint interferometer they propose will improve the situation when dealing with astronomical sources. The distance traveled by the vortex surpasses, by orders of magnitude, any improvement that could come from a realizable array baseline.

Many advances have been made in the field of partially coherent vortex beams (Agarwal 1999; Bogatyryova et al. 2003; Ponomarenko 2001; Palacios et al. 2004; Elias 2008). One of its main consequences for natural sources with OAM is the possibility of having photons with non-zero OAM inside a beam with zero total OAM. As we see in Palacios et al. (2004), it is possible to have low-coherence vortex beams in which the dark core of the vortex is lost in the far field, although the vortex properties are still seen in the cross-correlation function in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction. This could be the answer to the previous concern: if the OAM state coming from the Sun is a partially coherent superposition, the dark core will no longer exhibit such a low intensity.

Another concern is the alignment of the reference axis of an incoming vortex beam. If a photon with non-zero OAM is actually produced in the region of the Sun we are observing, the axis with respect to which it has a defined OAM is not necessarily the line of sight. It is known that misalignment produces an alteration of the OAM spectrum (Vasnetsov et al. 2005; Elias 2008), although it is clear that the spectrum of an originally non-zero OAM will never be transformed into a symmetric beam carrying zero OAM. However, Liu et al. (2008) have demonstrated that, using the transformation properties of OAM spectrum under misalignment makes it possible to retrieve information about the original spectrum.

4. Measuring method for extended sources

The usual techniques for measuring the OAM content of light are not suitable for astronomy (Zambrini & Barnett 2006), as they cannot be used to carry out measurements faster than the typical turbulent timescale of the atmosphere on the order of 10 ms. Other techniques are only able to measure point-like sources (Leach et al. 2002; Mair et al. 2001). In our case, point-like measurements cannot be reproduced when remote-sensing an extended object. If one observes with a telescope and places a pinhole in an intermediate focal plane, all the wavefront information associated with that point is lost. The reason is that it acts as a delta function filter in real space, and this translates into a low-pass filter in the Fourier domain, which is precisely the pupil of the system. However, this also gives a hint of how to design
appropriate techniques. In essence, one has to measure the full wavefront of incoming light to determine whether it is vortex-like. Also, the technique should allow subdivision of the field. Therefore, one of the most straightforward techniques that allow us to estimate the OAM superposition state of the incoming light (Uribe-Patarroyo et al. 2010b) from intensity measurements is phase-diversity; for traditional phase-diversity, see Gonsalves & Chidlaw (1979) and Paxman et al. (1992).

Schematically, the technique consists of a traditional phase-diversity procedure in which the diverse phase consists of the phase pattern of a known vortex beam (instead of the standard defocus). Two (or more) images are taken for different vortex phases and they are treated under a typical phase diversity process. The generalized pupil $GP$ of the observing optical system upon which the error metric depends is conveniently modified as

$$GP(\rho, \phi) = W(\rho, \phi) \left( e^{i \sum_\mathbf{n} b_n R(\rho)} \sum_l d_l e^{i(\phi + \theta_l)} \right),$$

in an analogous manner to the treatment of aberrations with Zernike polynomials (Löfdahl & Scharmer 1994; Bonet 1999). Here, $W(\rho, \phi)$ is the pupil transmission function, a real function describing the apodization nature of the pupil. The factors inside the parenthesis describe the deviation of the wavefront from a spherical wavefront in terms of OAM-Zernike states (see Uribe-Patarroyo et al. 2010a) with real constants $d_l$ and $\theta_l$. The weight of each OAM mode in the superposition is given by $d_l$, and $\theta_l$ takes the relative phases between different OAM states into account.

In this case, however, the objective is not that of object restoration to compensate for atmospheric disturbances, but rather the estimation of the optical transfer functions (OTFs) of the system. As in the standard phase-diversity algorithm, the error metric to be optimized depends on the Fourier transform of the system. As in the standard phase-diversity algorithm, the error metric to be optimized depends on the Fourier transform of the system. As in the standard phase-diversity algorithm, the error metric to be optimized depends on the Fourier transform of the system.

5. Preliminary results

The 2D spatial images shown in Fig. 3 have, in the $x$ coordinate, an identical wavelength dispersion of about 2.87 nm for each strip, and the width of each strip corresponds to 10.5 arcsec.
The images have been corrected for dark current and flat field but not filtered by any means. We show the three diffraction orders of the SLM with \((-1, 0, +1)\) OAM. For comparison, Fig. 4 shows an example of the images used with traditional phase diversity, showing negatively defocused, focused, and positively defocused diffraction orders from left to right. The amount of defocus was set to about 0.5\(\lambda\) at the edge of the pupil. As can be seen, since the seeing was very poor, the nominal images are already too aberrated, and there is not too much difference between them. It is widely known that the phase-diversity technique requires relatively good seeing conditions to be useful, and this is the reason the set of observed images was not of sufficient quality to have definite results.

The elegant simplicity of our SLM-based phase-diversity setup is evident from Figs. 3 and 4. The period of the diffraction grating is optimized to fit three diffraction orders in the CCD frame, the center one being the incoming light beam untouched, and the \(+1\) (−1) diffraction order corresponding to a \(\pm x\) (−\(x\)) phase-diverse image. Here, \(x\) corresponds to the particular phase pattern embedded in the diffraction grating, which in our case is a vortex 1 phase or a defocus aberration. If this setup is used in traditional Zernike phase diversity, the SLM could be used to introduce astigmatism, spherical aberration, or any other aberration or combination of aberrations that best suit the particular telescope or atmospheric conditions. Consequently, it can be used as a substitute for the deformable mirror presently used in practically all adaptive optics systems. Whether using other aberrations apart from defocus improves the performance of the phase-diversity technique will be reported elsewhere. Another characteristic of our setup is that we have one nominal image, and two phase-diverse images to improve the confidence in the results (as explained in Paxman et al. 1992). However, since the phase-diversity algorithm can be implemented with an arbitrary number of phase-diverse images, it is possible to set up the SLM to produce more images and make the algorithm even more robust.

To illustrate the effect of the vortex pupil in an extended image as seen in Fig. 3, Fig. 5 shows the resulting image when a pinhole is placed at the F2 focal plane of THEMIS, as well as the modulation transfer function of a perfect vortex imaging system. The vortex donut shape of the point spread function (PSF) is evident, and the characteristic dip in the MTF is shown. The slight asymmetry in the PSF suggests some astigmatism in our post-focal instrument (see Jesacher et al. 2007). With good seeing conditions, the vortex phase-diverse images should show a blurring caused by the convolution of the object image with the donut-shaped PSF. Figures 3 and 5 represent the first time, to our knowledge, in which optical vortices (extended and point-like) are made with solar light.

As an example of the measurement process, we show one of the best \(88 \times 88\) pixel, field-of-view patches of our observing campaign in Fig. 6, with its three phase diversities corresponding to \(-1\), 0 and \(+1\) vortices. Each frame has been filtered by an optimum filter (see Bonet 1999). It is clear that the bad seeing significantly affected the image quality, to the point of limiting the frequencies present in the images to about half the diffraction limit. This is easily seen in Fig. 7, where the power spectra of the three frames are shown. Considering that we are digitally sampling at twice the optical diffraction limit frequency, the power spectra in good seeing should drop to zero near the edges of the images. If we refer to Fig. 5, we can see that the characteristic dip in the frequencies for a vortex pupil is lost in
these conditions (for an example where the important frequencies survive, see Uribe-Patarroyo et al. 2010b), which limits the possibility of finding a vortex-like OTF in the phase-diverse images. Therefore, many combinations of aberrations can produce the power spectra shown, and the error metric has many local minima, making it impossible to determine the OTF with confidence. It is easy to see that good seeing is a necessary condition for phase-diversity measurements, so we are waiting for observing time with higher seeing quality, in order to obtain more solid results. One interesting conclusion from Fig. 7, however, is that the phase-diverse images preserved some higher frequencies than the nominal image. This implies that in bad seeing conditions the phase-diverse images could have a higher quality than the nominal image, if the phase diversity is appropriately chosen.

One of the strategies for taking advantage of this is to use a vortex phase and a defocus aberration as the phase diversity, as they are orthogonal aberrations (as explained in Uribe-Patarroyo et al. 2010a), one does not interfere with the other. In addition to this, more than three diffraction orders could be used, in which a matrix of phase-diverse images is obtained with horizontal vortex orders and vertical defocus orders. Then, having a larger array of phase diversities could raise the possibility of having some phase-diverse images with good quality and high-frequency content, in exchange for dividing the available photon budget between many diffraction orders.

6. Conclusions

We designed and assembled a system for measuring the OAM spectrum of solar photons. The system, based on a phase-diversity technique, works with extended images and provides information about the mean OAM spectrum of a solar region. However, definite results were not obtained during the 2009 observing campaign due to poor seeing conditions. Apart from awaiting observing time with higher quality, some strategies for bad seeing conditions have been proposed.
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